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             The proposed Health Security Act is well within the authority of the Congress under the
Commerce Clause, and it does not violate Tenth Amendment or other principles of federalism.
         The proposal contains no unconstitutional takings of private property or infringement of liberty
interests.
          The proposed delegation of administrative authority to the National Health Board, and, from it, to
state alliances, is not an impermissible delegation of legislative authority.
October 29, 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL JANET RENO AND
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY GENERAL WEBSTER L. HUBBELL
        The Health Security Act creates for all citizens the security that health care coverage will always be
available to them. It accomplishes this by building on the existing American system for providing health
care, which largely operates through employers. Much of the system will be administered by the states,
which will have primary responsibility to ensure that regional health alliances are established, to certify
accountable health plans, and to provide mechanisms to resolve complaints and disputes.
        This legislation is well within the long-recognized authority of the federal government. It is fair to
say that, just as the substantive contents of the legislation draw on existing models and approaches to
health care delivery and financing, the structure, processes and mechanisms the legislation uses to
accomplish its substantive objectives draw on already existing and validated techniques that the national
government has employed on numerous other occasions.
        Notwithstanding the well-established legitimacy of the means that the Act employs to achieve a
public purpose of paramount importance, some special interests have such financial stake in the current
system that they have strong incentives to challenge the Act even on highly implausible grounds, if the
consequences of doing so were to alter the ultimate design of the system even slightly in their favor.
        Congressman Richard Gephardt has described the Act as the most historic piece of social legislation
since the Social Security Act of 1936, and in a curious way the challenges to the constitutionality of the
Health Security Act's basic structure replay arguments levelled at the Social Security Act and other New
Deal legislation enacted over fifty years ago. These arguments were considered and dismissed then, they
remain unsound to this day, and they should not be allowed in any way to deflect consideration of the
merits of the President's proposal -- nor could they succeed against that proposal without threatening to
unravel numerous vital statutes enacted since the 1930s.
    The National Government Possesses the Constitutional
    Authority to Undertake National Health Care Reform.
        The most fundamental constitutional challenge to national health care reform is that it lies beyond the
power of Congress and the President to enact. Fortunately, the Supreme Court has long since rejected the
crabbed view of national legislative authority that necessarily lies behind such a challenge.
        During the mid-1930s, when for a brief time the Court invalidated some aspects of the New Deal, a
majority of the Justices accepted the argument that Congress lacks the power "to protect the general public
interest and the health and comfort of the people. (1) That argument was predicated on an exceedingly
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narrow conception of the authority of the federal government to address problems of national dimension
under the commerce clause of the Constitution. The Court quickly abandoned that attack on the New Deal
as inconsistent with the text and structure of the Constitution and, indeed, with the Court's own
precedents. (2) Noting that "there has long been recognition of the authority of Congress to obtain ... social,
health or economic advantages from the exercise of constitutional powers, (3) the Court concluded that
Congress's authority over "commerce among the several States" empowers the national government to
address all activity, "whatever its nature ... if it exerts a substantial economic effect on interstate
commerce. (4) Upholding Congress's power to regulate the sale and distribution of coal because of the
impact of that industry on American economic and social life, the Court stated:
If the strategic character of this industry in our economy and the chaotic conditions which
have prevailed in it do not justify legislation, it is difficult to imagine what would. To
invalidate this Act we would have to deny the existence of power on the part of Congress
under the commerce clause to deal directly and specifically with those forces which in its
judgment should not be permitted to dislocate an important segment of our economy and to
disrupt and burden interstate channels of commerce . . . . Congress under the commerce clause
is not impotent to deal with what it may consider to be dire consequences of laissez-faire. (5)
        The American health care industry is one of the largest and fastest growing segments of the
American economy, and it has the most direct and crucial impact on the lives of all Americans. Spiralling
health care costs and inequities in the provision of health care services have an immediate and massive
effect on the national economy and thus upon interstate commerce. As a result Congress unquestionably
possesses the power "to deal directly and specifically" with health care in order to obtain "social, health
[and] economic advantages" for the American people.
    National Health Care Reform Preserves our Federal     System.
        The President's health care reform plan will invite state participation in the formulation and
administration of national health policy; if an individual state government should choose not to participate,
the federal government will administer the health care system in that state. This type of cooperative
federal-state program is now quite common in federal legislation. Examples range from many of the major
modern environmental laws, including the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, to much older legislation, such as Title IX of the Social Security Act,
establishing a system for unemployment compensation. Challenges to such legislation based on
constitutional principles of federalism were made during the New Deal, when it was alleged that the
national reform legislation of that era stripped the states of powers that were reserved to them by the Tenth
Amendment. But that argument was wholly without merit then, and it remains wholly without merit today.
        In rejecting the notion that principles of federalism somehow rendered the old age benefits of the
Social Security Act of 1935 invalid under the Tenth Amendment, the Supreme Court admonished that
"nation-wide calamit[ies]. . . may be checked, if Congress so determines, by the resources of the Nation
[in order] to save men and women from the rigors of the poor house as well as from the haunting fear that
such a lot awaits them when journey's end is near. (6) More fundamentally, that same day, the Court also
rejected a Tenth Amendment challenge to elements of the Social Security Act that created a cooperative
plan whereby states were free to provide unemployment compensation and thereby trigger benefits under
the Act for employers in the state. In so doing, the Court issued a resounding declaration that Congress
may enact legislation that addresses a "problem ... national in area and dimensions" by providing the states
with the option to share in the solution or not, at the choice of the individual state. (7) The Court did not
accept the claim that a state is "coerced" by Congress when, pursuant to federal legislation the state
"cho[oses] to have relief administered under laws of her own making, by agents of her own selection,
instead of under federal laws, administered by federal officers. (8) The Court described such legislation as
"the creation of a larger freedom, the states and the nation joining in a cooperative endeavor to avert a
(9)
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common evil.
Similarly, under the President's health care proposals, states will have the option to
formulate specific plans for implementing the federally guaranteed package of benefits and to oversee the
provision and quality of care to their residents as a means of addressing our "common" health care crisis.
    Health Care Reform will Respect the Constitutional
    Rights of Individuals.
        The President's plan will guarantee to all Americans an extensive package of health care benefits
while protecting the individual's right to make fundamental choices about health care. The plan will ensure
the availability of health care by taking into account the economic needs of providers and freeing them
from unnecessary paperwork. At the same time, as the President has stated, an essential principle of
national health care reform is the exercise of responsibility by health care providers and consumers.
        Reports in the media already suggest that opponents of health care reform are preparing to object to
the plan as an intrusion into the Constitution's protections of liberty or as a "taking" of private
property. (10) Neither argument can be sustained. Indeed, both arguments were pressed unsuccessfully by
those who sought to undermine the New Deal.
        Almost sixty years ago, the Supreme Court rejected the claim that New Deal-era regulation of the
economic choices individuals or businesses make is unconstitutional. While the Justices acknowledged
that "[u]nder our form of government the use of property and the making of contracts are normally matters
of private and not of public concern," the Court stated that
Equally fundamental with the private right is that of the public to regulate it in the
common interest. ... Thus has this court from the early days affirmed that the
power to promote the general welfare is inherent in government. ... [N]o exercise
of the legislative prerogative to regulate the conduct of the citizen [can be
imagined] which will not to some extent abridge his liberty or affect his property.
But subject only to constitutional restraint the private right must yield to the
public need. (11)
        Three years later, the Court explained that the liberty protected by the Constitution "is liberty in a
social organization which requires the protection of law against the evils which menace the health, safety,
morals and welfare of the people. (12) Health care reform will require responsible participation by
providers and consumers alike "in the interests of the community. (13) In doing so the President's plan
preserves "'the balance which our Nation, built upon postulates of respect for the liberty of the individual,
has struck between that liberty and the demands of organized society. (14)
        The contention that health care reform would in some manner effect an unconstitutional "taking" of
the property of providers rests on a mistaken equation of the Constitution's requirements with the dictates
of a particular economic theory. (15) Health care reform undeniably will have an impact on the business
decisions and economic interests of providers, and it will require financial contributions and personal
accountability on the part of consumers. As such, however, the plan will be an "adjust[ment of] the
benefits and burdens of economic life to promote the common good (16) rather than a taking of private
property. (17)
    The President and Congress May Establish A National
    Health Board and State Health Alliances to Implement
    National Health Care Reform
        The health care reform initiative will set-up a National Health Board and corresponding state health
alliances to implement the plan pursuant to congressionally-prescribed standards. National level
administrative agencies are commonplace components of many federal statutes, and are necessary for the
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sound administration of complicated systems. The devolution of some administrative responsibility to
states, which then establish health alliances, is vital to the Act's objective of building to the extent possible
on the private sector aspects of our current health care delivery system.
        Once more, the Supreme Court's New Deal jurisprudence clearly establishes the legitimacy of such
delegations of administrative authority. The creation of administrative bodies to carry out legislative
mandates was a touchstone of New Deal reforms. At first, the Court concluded that such schemes
constituted impermissible delegations of legislative power.(18) Quickly and firmly, however, the Court
moved away from that approach -- which was at odds with over a century of the Court's own
constitutional interpretations. For example, in sustaining actions taken by an official of the Department of
Labor pursuant to the Fair Labor Standards Act against a delegation doctrine challenge, the Court
admonished that the Constitution did not "preclude Congress from resorting to the aid of administrative
officers or boards as fact-finding agencies whose findings, made in conformity to previously adopted
legislative standards or definitions of congressional policy, have been made prerequisite to its statutory
command. (19) Similarly, in rejecting a delegation doctrine challenge to actions of the Secretary of
Agriculture under the Tobacco Inspection Act of 1935, the Court observed that the statute set forth
Congress' "policy for the establishment of standards. . . The provision that the Secretary shall make the
necessary investigations to that end and fix the standards according to the kind and quality is plainly
appropriate and conforms to familiar legislative practice. (20) Relying on a constitutional precedent from
the early days of the nation, the Court stated that "[w]e have always recognized that legislation must often
be adapted to conditions involving details with which it is impracticable for the legislature to deal directly.
. . In such cases, 'a general provision may be made, and power given to those who are to act under such
provisions to fill up the details. (21)
        The health care reform initiative is such a case. Simply put, the establishment of administrative
bodies to implement the plan is entirely consistent with our constitutional tradition.
    Conclusion: The President's Health Care Reform Plan
    is Legislation Based on Well-Established Constitutional
    Principles.
        As President Clinton has observed, finding a solution to the problems with our health care system
will require a willingness to change, and his reform plan is a comprehensive proposal for far-reaching
change in both the public and the private sectors. It is possible that some confusion concerning the
constitutional legitimacy of the Health Security Act will arise precisely because it is so comprehensive and
detailed, and thus necessarily will affect all the major components of our current health care delivery
system. There may indeed be no historical analogue of a single bill that does so many things at once. Its
comprehensiveness, however, should not mask the fact that the basic means and mechanisms of the plan
rest on long-settled principles of constitutional law, principles that seldom have been challenged since the
New Deal and that stem ultimately from the work of the Founders of the Republic. The President's plan,
far from being constitutionally questionable, rests on what has rightly been called "the first of the
constitutional achievements of the American people ... the formation of a national government that may
lawfully deal with all national needs. (22)
        The Nation's debate over how best to deal with the great national need for health care reform should
proceed untrammelled by worries over the national government's lawful powers that were laid to rest over
half a century ago.
Walter Dellinger
H. Jefferson Powell
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